UHLILC Meeting minutes 1-19-05

Present: Roddy, Solon, Perrett, McKenna, Geary, Abarca, Li (Chair), Marzluft, Nahl (recorder), Severns, Jones

Edit current LOBO files to make it more like an IL tutorial, briefer, more graphic and dynamic. Pare it down to the basics to begin with. Reviewed three design templates prepared by three LIS/ICS graduate students and discussed their limitations and strengths. Discussed developing hierarchical organization, increasing complexity for upper division and graduate students.

Kevin and Tara will inform us when LILO can be used in a couple of weeks.

Kevin will follow-up with David Lassner as to whether President McClain called about our request for a programmer to develop LILO further. He will also speak informally with Paula Mochida (distance learning office) about support for distance learning library instruction with LILO.

Gregg suggested that we assess a fee to participating libraries to help support the development of LILO.

Tara has done a lot of editing of the LILO files and continues to work on replacing NCSU with UH references, plus content edits and removing some graphics. That phase will be completed soon. The server is set-up and can be used now: http://wwwdev.hawaii.edu/lilo
http://www.hawaii.edu/sla/lilo/lilo.php

Kevin will get ITS to do the mirroring of the development to the production server. We can’t get to it currently. The assignment calculator is not working—dates do not compute accurately. The worksheet works so we will link to Minnesota assignment calculator.

Gregg will send photos of CAS 110 projects to the WebCT UHLILC site. Kevin is adding the members to the WebCT account, will call Linda McConnell to add people. http://www.hawaii.edu/uhlilc This site is intended for faculty to use.

Kevin will develop a plagiarism page for faculty on this site.

UHLILC will change its name from Committee to Council to enable more effective communication across the UH System.

Discussed changing the March meeting place to HCC for more convenience to the airport for neighbor island members. We will need two laptops with Dreamweaver and two LCD projectors. Diane will schedule the Bilger classroom for the May meeting.
Discussed making the instruction more concise and consistent. We viewed the USC Long Beach tutorial site by Tiffiny Travis, still in development. It is also based on LOBO. The members liked the style of this site and would like an art student to create a design for LILO that represents Hawaii:
http://www.csulb.edu/~ttravis/SURF/Intro.htm
Diane will contact Carol Langner, Art Librarian at Manoa to see if she can recommend a student for the further development of LILO.

Kevin will use LILO with an ESOL class, Ann will introduce it to an English faculty member this term, and Xin will introduce it to a faculty member there. Hilo, Windward and Leeward require exams for library research skills with 70-80% pass requirements.